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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter OL-7000GP cutting tool is perfect for creating customized artwork and photoNT Cutter OL-7000GP cutting tool is perfect for creating customized artwork and photo
frames by cutting both circle and oval shapes with a 45 degree bevel edge finish on matframes by cutting both circle and oval shapes with a 45 degree bevel edge finish on mat
boards. boards. 

With the ability to cut circles ranging from 20 to 36cm in diameter and ovals ranging fromWith the ability to cut circles ranging from 20 to 36cm in diameter and ovals ranging from
17:21 to 38:42cm, this tool provides versatility in its cutting capabilities. 17:21 to 38:42cm, this tool provides versatility in its cutting capabilities. 

Additionally, the adjustable blade depth can be set to accommodate the thickness of theAdditionally, the adjustable blade depth can be set to accommodate the thickness of the
material being cut.material being cut.
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Cutting DiametersCutting Diameters

Minimum: 20cmMinimum: 20cm
Maximum: 36cmMaximum: 36cm

Cutting OvalsCutting Ovals

Minimum: 17:21Minimum: 17:21
Maximum: 38:42Maximum: 38:42

Cut on thin material or scribe lines on tough thick materials.Cut on thin material or scribe lines on tough thick materials.

Perfect for making art & crafts project, model making, scrapbooks, sign making and other light-Perfect for making art & crafts project, model making, scrapbooks, sign making and other light-
duty jobs.duty jobs.

Circle cutter comes pre-loaded with BRC-400P fixed cutting blade, ideal for precision work.Circle cutter comes pre-loaded with BRC-400P fixed cutting blade, ideal for precision work.

Blade SpecificationBlade Specification

Blade Length: 20mmBlade Length: 20mm
Blade Width: 9mmBlade Width: 9mm
Blade Thickness: 1.0mmBlade Thickness: 1.0mm
Solid Blade: FixedSolid Blade: Fixed
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Razor sharp  blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,Razor sharp  blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,
leatherette, felt, denim, lace, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood,leatherette, felt, denim, lace, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood,
card, paper, thin plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.card, paper, thin plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.

Works for both right and left handed users,Works for both right and left handed users,

Easy tool free blade change.Easy tool free blade change.

Readily available replacement Blade: Readily available replacement Blade: BC-400PBC-400P
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